
HOME HOSPITAL 
 With advances in medicine and the use of IT in medicine, it is possible to 

drive your expert medical care in every nuke and corner of our country. New 

Vrundavan wants to lead in this frontiers of health care. Trying to take almost 

most of the health facilities at your home. New Vrundavan Hospital will create 

a futurist healthcare model – The Home Hospital   

 All of us fall sick. All of us die. Dying is basically leaving our body 

vehicle and perhaps going in to another vehicle. I feel this is the best thing that 

is happening to us. We are embarking on another journey, beyond this earth and 

that too free of cost. 

 The person who is going for a journey is definitely happy . Why not the 

family gives him a happy send-off.  This can happen if the whole family, his 

near and dear once are physically close with him during death. This is not 

possible in today’s hospital and ICU setups. Obviously if we manage to treat the 

patient at home, this idea can be implemented in few cases as on now. Who 

knows in times to come the concept of home hospital can become a real one and 

may take it over especially in a country like India where everyone in the family 

does not work. The cost of hospital treatment can be brought down 

significantly. 

Challenges  

1. Not feasible in all cases. 

2. The people at the home have to have the some idea of care of a person 

when he is sick. 

3. Each patient needs a lot of medical personnel and expertise  

4. Highly sophisticated medical experts cannot spend time in traveling. 

5. A sophisticated ICU or OT may be difficult at home  

 Obviously it cannot happen in all the cases as on now. 

 But it is possible or even better in some cases as on now specially 

noncritical medical cases and terminally ill patient where the family love each 

other, respect each other and may be happy to send off their near and dear ones 

when they leave this world.   



 With the similar intention and to reduce the cost New Vrundavan has 

come with the purpose of Vrundavan Home Hospital, where we can bring about 

a change both in quality as well as care of the patient.  

 A large number of senior people find it very difficult to go to the hospital 

even to seek basic medical care. This definitely is a boon to all such people. 

New Vrundavan can send a nurse or aya to the home of these people to render 

the necessary medical service. Machines like ECG, Ultrasound, Audiometry, 

spirometry and may more can be sent home. Doctor visit is a routine thing that 

happens today besides the medical equipment’s like hospital bed, O2 cylinders, 

suction machine, monitor etc. can be made available and may be monitored 

from the central station that is hospital where 24 x 7 facilities are available. 

 All in all New Vrundavan works with a purpose to make the life of 

people it serves more comfortable. Simultaneously New Vrundavan also sees to 

it that the overall expense a person spends, will be very affordable to him. New 

Vrundavan is committed to create such home care a routine and affordable 

procedure. 

  


